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Key Summary 

TD-4667 In Table Windows CTRL+C can't be used with ReadOnly columns to 
copy/paste via clipboard 

TD-14654 WPF: Pushbutton image is not greyed out -- though PB background 
is -- when PB is disabled 

TD-15087 TD Picture control in Toolbar: WM_MOUSELEAVE sending behavior 
is different than in v4.2 

TD-15107 Report Builder SalPrintReportToFile( ..., PDF ): QRP item field 
Property "Between Lines: Single" is being ignored when printed to 
PDF 

TD-15129 Scroll bars on resizable dialog 

TD-15808 Painting problem when using the "Find and Replace" feature 

TD-16849 Expressions Window: In WPF a 3-part string concat. like: 'John' || ' 
' || 'Smith' - fails with error "Error evaluating John Smith" 

TD-16980 Converting a SQLWindows report (16-bit) to TD Report Builder 
produces a blank report 

TD-17205 Debugger/Breakpoint setting and SalPostMsg() in form SAM_Create 
and SAM_CreateComplete -- TD is processing SAL lines before 
hitting BP 

TD-17501 cQuickHTML: Migration of application is not converting cQuickHTML 
c/c QWAX:cQuickHTML from qwaxi60.dll to qwaxi61.dll 

TD-17542 Win32 mode - TAB BAR in DYNALIB: When Page 2 of the APD's 
TAB BAR clicked in the form, TD crashes 

TD-17602 CDK-Written User Tool: CDK app. is an EXE User Tool, invoked by 
TD to change the current outline. User Tool changes the outline in 
test case but TD is not alerted of this 

TD-17751 Unable to consume Web Service from WPF Desktop Application 

TD-17755 Report Builder and Page Header field with Property: "Repeating 
Values - Suppress" checked: 1 Page report does not print field value. 
>= 2 pages, then field printed 

TD-17768 WPF and Tab key behavior with hidden fields on a form: To Tab 
from 1 visible field to the next one, if hidden fields 'between' them 
in Contens, you must click Tab several times 

TD-17770 Pressing the "Enter" key doesn't fire WM_KEYDOWN 

TD-17809 cQuickGraph -- missing Toolbar + numbering 

TD-17811 Allow docked dialog context menu to be disabled 

TD-17839 TAB BAR SalTabAddPage: Function adds a new tab page to tab bar, 
but set focus and displays this new tab page. QckTabs Add() did not 
change focus, it just added a page 

TD-17856 ReportBuilder Active X causes that the application hangs when 
closing it's host window, when this has been created as a child of 
an MDI 

TD-17888 TOOLBAR with Data Field and Background Color: Depending on the 
Theme, Ftoolbar Field bkgnd. color remains solid and does not 
display gradient color as field in form client does 
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TD-17889 TAB BAR and dynamically created Tab Pages: functions 
SalTabGetPageName() and related SalTabGetPageIndex() are not 
working correctly 

TD-17903 THEME painting issue: For older theme like Native WinXP, Dialog 
status bar has no upper line; after creating/destroying a 2nd dlg. box 
upper line appears 

TD-17917 Icon on Option Buttion is not scaled correctly 

TD-17974 Unable to create instance of object. [Error: 0x80040154] Class not 
registered 

TD-17981 In layout mode, when clicking between pictabs the forms are not 
painted correctly 

TD-18022 NAMED TOOLBAR, RIBBON BAR, MDI: If RB enabled, Named 
Toolbar on MDI positions incorrectly to the right of Ribbon Bar. 
Setting MDI Acc. Enabled = Yes no help 

TD-18069 Poor performance on Report Builder 

TD-18109 NAV BAR with 3 PANES and 3 TREE Controls: Design-time OK, but 
when run in IDE the Nav Bar Pane1 does not display its Tree Control. 
Panes 2&3 OK 

TD-18230 QTAB2TAB.APL -- when calling SalTabRemovePage( picTabs, 0 ) to 
remove a tab page from the TAB BAR, the *first time* an 
extraneous TABSM_TabActivateFinish is sent 

TD-18231 QTAB2TAB.APL -- class cTabControl.Clear() method (it should 
clear/remove all pages from Tab Bar) is not coded correctly 

TD-18245 TAB BAR: Late-bound method TabActivateFinish() and 
picTabs.BringToTop(): Causes a stack overflow runtime error 

TD-18247 IDE ACA - Active Coding Assistant: class instance array like 
gTextA[0].bBoolean -- select boolean and click F2, ACA should jump 
to class decl. for bBoolean. Now it jumps to gTextA[] variable 

TD-18296 WPF Oracle OLEDB connection: Failing on SqlCreateSession 

TD-18354 .NET Sal library runtime error : private class must be public 

TD-18373 GetTop() is returning the incorrect value when called within 
TabActivateStart() 

TD-18374 Application crashes when calling SalTreePromoteItem( ) on an Tree 
Item in which SalTreeSetItemTooltip( ) was been applied 

TD-18421 ORACLE against DEPRECATED LONG would fail fetching when 
setting DB parameter SQLPLBUF (buffer size limit) 

TD-18431 Having unassociated objects along with the existence of a dynamic 
tab control will cause that the application become unresponsive and 
then crash 

TD-18439 Unable to scroll in an XBAP form 

TD-18452 SalPrtSetup(): For some printers, parameters 1 (device) & 2 (driver) 
returned by this function are returning the same value. 

TD-18458 SqlPLSQLCommand( hSql, <SP> ) -- after called, Sql Handle hSql 
has it's LONGBUFFER length set to 64490 

TD-18477 DB2 DATE/TIME insert / select problem when using bind 
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TD-18493 It does not matter whether the Background Text item is before or 
after the Frame in the outline, the Frame edge always overlays the 
text 

TD-18494 When a Background Text and a Frame objects are both selected, the 
selection indicators (the small blue squares) disappear 

TD-18509 SalTreeReset() wrong behavior when show Root = NO 

TD-18599 TAB BAR and qckGRAPH: With a Tab Bar on a form with a 
qckGraph, the qckGraph is not being updated/refreshed 

TD-18600 FORMATS -- Need to reject a format that's already entered if user 
enters via Field Attributes Formats: 

TD-18616 MS SQL SERVER w/ TEXT and VARCHAR(5000) columns: If TEXT, 
VARCHAR fetched VARCHAR value not Unicode. IF VARCHAR, 
TEXT fetched, VARCHAR value OK 

TD-18631 MODELESS DLGS: when 3 created in a form, then destroyed one a 
time the SalDestroyWindow() for 2nd dlg. destroys the 3rd dlg. 

TD-18650 DateTime Picker and SalSendValidateMsg: SAM_Validate is not 
being sent if DTP is edited and Sal function called from a menu 

TD-18690 TAB BAR and THEME_Office2010_R2_Black: When the test form is 
resized smaller so all Tab Pages are not shown, the TB's right arrow 
is invisible 

TD-18702 WPF - SqlConnectDotNet() connect & SalTblPopulate: while the 
connect is OK, SalTblPopulate() is failing to populate a TW though 
there is no error msg. 

TD-18709 Calling SalLoadApp( ) from a dialog while in WPF mode will cause 
that the application gets loaded behind it 

TD-18713 After calling VisTblSetCellColor( ) the row header picture gets 
removed 

TD-18714 After calling VisTblSetRowColorEx( ) the row header picture gets 
removed 

TD-18717 TDWS interop issue: unable to de-serialize envelope from a PHP web 
service 

TD-18729 SalCenterWindow( ) doesn't work correctly in WPF mode when the 
parent is an MDI window 

TD-18730 Clicking outside of a modeless dialog causes that this gets sent 
behind it's parent while in WPF mode 

TD-18733 Closing the parent of a modeless dialog won't cause the modeless 
destruction when the parent is a child of an MDI window 

TD-18741 SalPopulate() / SAM_FetchRow issue only on TABLE WINDOW 

TD-18758 Clicking out of a Modeless Dialog that was created as an MDI Child 
causes this to be sent behind the MDI 

TD-18760 Application crashes when dialog is created as a third generation child 

TD-18767 DBPipe IIS ONLY : remote exception Open fail to connect ONLY to 
SQBLASE 

TD-18768 Starting DBPIPE server service ends up in unhandled exception 

TD-18771 .NET SalTblPopulate() referencing an un-existing column returns no 
error and would not populate the table 
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TD-18788 WPF mode and COMBO BOX: SalSetWindowSize( cmb, L, <new 
height> ) changes the visible height. Win32 (correct behavior) 
changes the drop-down list height 

TD-18791 WPF & SalReportSetPrinterTray(): should be supported in WPF. 
Currently you get error "not supported in TD6.1 with a .NET build 
setting" when compiling 

TD-18795 Improve GRID performance during runtime notably on 
SalTblInsertRow () and SalTblSetRange() 

TD-18835 SYBASE Japanese JIS charset : Concatenation of long string with 
string failure 

TD-18841 Multiplying by -1 a numeric column initialized as NUMBER_Null 
causes that the column value changes to 0.00 

TD-18855 Drag/Drop visual clue on WIN32 Tree Control lags randomly 

TD-18868 If a function is called in SAM_FetchRowDone in a grid the 
performance decreases 

TD-18870 ROW_Edited won't be fired for Drop Down Columns, unless you 
change the row focus 

TD-18879 Object Nationalizer: Application crashes after being translated 

TD-18932 hWndForm reference is missed when SalCreateWindow( ) is called 
from a window associated to a Tab Bar Page 

TD-18938 In a grid, a horizontal scrollbar overlaps row causing row jumping 
behavior 

TD-18948 Calling SalFmtFormatDateTime with a German regional setting 
misses the AM/PM setting 

TD-18973 '.;' at the beginning of Global Path under TD preferences-
>directories causes IDE to crash 

TD-18977 Tab Control doesn't preserve the new name of an associated object 
when both belong to the same top-level window class 

TD-18982 Grid's SAM_Click won't be fired more than one time if you click on 
the same cell multiple times 

TD-18989 The keyboard accelerator Enter on a push button does not work 
when it is on a tab window and when it is not the first object 

TD-18990 When priting to rtf controls if a row has null value the report stops 
with that row 

TD-18995 Web Service Wizard (WSWiz61.exe) crashes when trying to generate 
the Proxy APL 

TD-19002 Once a table is populated if a column value is assigned to a field 
with 3D face background colour on SAM_FetchRowDone, only the 
first row of data is visible in the table window 

TD-19003 Once a table is populated if a column value is assigned to a 
background text on SAM_FetchRowDone, only the first row of data 
is visible in the table window if SalUpdateWindow is called 

TD-19004 Columns in grid loose orientation if there is a column of type 
checkbox in grid and checkbox is checked and build target is .NET 

TD-19008 Sending SAM_Close with SalSendMsg to a dialog including a tabbar 
does not reach the dialog 
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TD-19017 MDI chile form does not get activated when user clicks on the tabbar 
on the form 

TD-19018 Even when VALIDATE_Cancel is returned by SAM_Validate by an 
object, it is possible to click on the next checkbox 

TD-19035 Report Builder page borders do not show correctly when printing to 
RTF as output 

TD-19036 Invalid character error returned by database explorer when changing 
the name of a table 

TD-19049 Focus is lost when compiled using native windows xp theme 

TD-19058 VistblSetColBitmap fails on grids 

TD-19060 Router Informix UNICODE environment, no resultset returned when 
router log is enabled 

TD-19062 Grid with many columns freezes when compiled as .Net executable 

TD-19079 .Net explorer is not reseting the counter when an apl is generated 
from a .net dll 

TD-19080 The image assigned to a Tree Control Item is not being scaled 
correctly 

TD-19086 When a background text and a datafield overlap slightly, the 
background text does not paint correctly 

TD-19091 Different painting behavior for Row Flags when using Keyboard 
Accelerator on a Push Button that populates a Grid Control 

TD-19098 SalCreateWindowEx failed to create a form that made availalbe 
through a .Net sal library 

TD-19107 Bad Performance with TAB BAR 

TD-19109 VisMenuSetText( ) doesn't support '&' symbol on Ribbon Bar 

TD-19113 Data fields with 3d face background colour on a child form created 
SalCreateWindowEx has painting issues 

TD-19120 Service provider of a WS fail to read attachment sent due to TDWS 
adding unrequired tags in the envelope 

TD-19131 Improve how we report XAML errors in imported Resource 
Dictionaries 

TD-19132 SalUpdateMenu on a modal dialog makes the parent respond to hot 
keys while the modal dialog is active 

TD-19140 When an attachment is sent via SalMail.Send function, the 
attachment remains locked unti the application exit 

TD-19141 The horizontal scroll bar does not function on split table window 

TD-19165 VisArrayFindNumber does not find the value 0 

TD-19192 Cannot edit LABEL using shift-right click when label is embedded in a 
frame 

TD-19202 Table2Grid : Application fails to compile after migrating from table to 
grid 

TD-19207 Trying to set a value to a variable with the word Call doesn't give 
error 
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TD-19211 If a rtf control is null and passed as input item to a report, the report 
crashes 

TD-19230 Grid sort functionality does not work on hidden columns in WPF 
mode 

TD-19231 Line in frame has wrong painting priority 

TD-19248 PageReset option in Report Builder is not working correctly 

TD-19250 Zooming and Scrolling in Multi Charts gets out of sync 

TD-19251 ORACLE: Insert of empty (NULL) value from Long String causes "0" 
(0x00) byte to be inserted 

TD-19259 Grid drop down column does not generate Sam_AnyEdit when arrow 
keys are used to select an item 

TD-19273 It should be possible to sort or group when a grid is populated with 
SalTblSetRange 

TD-19298 Table and grild behave differently if .Net compiled has data with line 
feed 

TD-19315 Heap corruption induced by window destroyed if it contains combo 
box set to always show list 

TD-19320 Deploy installer misses to include "Telerik.Windows.Data.dll" as part 
of its deployed components 

TD-19372 VisMenuGetCount does not count sub menu items 

TD-19414 Entered data in grid column is invisible 

TD-19420 When a date time picker is placed on a tab bar, edit flag is set to 
TRUE incorrely 

TD-19431 Heap corruption simply by sending SalSendMsg SAM_Close to a 
form 

TD-19455 SalMessageBox gets displayed behind the parent 

TD-19462 Report Builder line / right border broken 

TD-19472 Report Builder page borders do not show correctly when printing to 
RTF as output 

TD-19473 Page Resetting is not working 

TD-19474 When SqlError displays some wrong values next to it when arrow 
keys are pressed 

TD-19475 SalTblClearSelection does not work on a child grid which is a tab bar 
element 

TD-19476 if MaxDataLength is specified for a datafield, SAM_AnyEdit is not 
fired when pasting a value 

TD-19491 WPF, Grid - tabbing thru columns not working correctly 

TD-19495 Allow mtable to continue working with SalTbl implementation 

TD-19523 Ribbon bar is causing performance issues 

TD-19535 VisTblAutoSizeColumn reduces the size of the checkbox 

TD-19584 Repeatedly deleting input items crashes Report Builder 

TD-19598 Selecting item using keyboard from a drop down leave the previous 
item selected 
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TD-19607 Tab order cannot be configured for background texts 

TD-19609 WPF message box not centered 

TD-19610 WPF - Calculation is slower than WS32 

TD-19622 BestFit stat line is not drawn for a chart with X Category. 

TD-19651 Sal button label gets truncated in WPF mode 

TD-19652 SalXMLDeserializeDateTime does not work correctly when time zone 
is present 

TD-19655 SalTreeSetItemImage() leaking memory ( not GDI objects) 

TD-19666 Unable to select all classes in the .NET Explorer 

TD-19669 Progress bar behaves differently in WPF mode compared to the 
Win32 

TD-19710 Handle leak when opening window 

TD-19711 SalPause pauses indefinitely if debugging is stopped while being 
paused. 

TD-19721 Opening a file in TD while it is still opening on a slow machine 
causes a crash 

TD-19725 TD IDE does not get focus after launching 

TD-19726 SqlGetErrorText does not return native Oracle error for ORA-01403 

TD-19738 VisTblAutoSizeColumn changes the context row. 

TD-19743 TTAddToolEx leaks memory 

TD-19767 Message boxes displayed using SalMessageBox do not get dispalyed 
in the centre in WPF mode. 

TD-19768 Unable to use StaticResource to initialize the Caption of a Modeless 
Dialog docked to an MDI 

TD-19775 Tabbing working badly in WPF Toolbar 

TD-19780 Picture Object grows in size when it is moved via the TD Menu: 
Layout | Align Edges 

TD-19781 TD is causing endless loop when the app has nested loop 

TD-19790 Navigation Bar doesnt show scroll bars in WPF mode 

TD-19797 SAM_Click is sent to cListView twice 

TD-19807 SalWindowApplyDockState()/SalWindowWriteDockState() are 
working correctly unless the source application gets slightly changed 

TD-19827 SAM_Dock is not received by top level window in WPF mode 

TD-19829 SalGridSetCellPicture with CellProp_Image_Full as parameter does 
not fill the cell in WPF mode 

TD-19853 When bMenuBarAsRibbonBar is set to TRUE SalGetWindowSize 
returns 0 as height in wpf mode 

TD-19854 Caption group box color issue 

TD-19895 Border and lines are missing in both IDE layout and Runtime 

TD-19897 New chart control has gaps in backward compatibility 

TD-19907 GDI leak with SalFontSet 

TD-19918 VisTblAutoSizeColumn is adjusting the row size 
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TD-19936 Grid populated using TBL_FillNormal doesn't populate all rows when 
SalTblSetRow is used to set to the last row 

TD-19944 When SalTabAttachWindow is used to attach a window bigger than 
the parent, the scroll bars do not appear 

TD-19945 SalSetWindowSize for a picture sets the size for the parent window 

TD-19957 Checkbox with Flow Direction RTL does not get ticked 

TD-19986 Heap corruption in an application 

TD-20001 SalDisableWindowAndLabel causes flickering when enabling controls 

TD-20014 NullReference Exception when double-clicking dialog to redock it in 
WPF Browser mdi app 

TD-20106 When the grid has hidden columns, the scroll bar does not scroll 
properly 

TD-20123 Outline Font and Size is not being saved in a Japanese version of 
Windows 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


